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For a quadratic space V over a field K, let 5£ C End(V) be the space of all maps which are skew-symmetric with respect to the inner product. For gGGL(V), let ®(g) = dim(i? fl g££). In this paper we determine the largest few values possible for 3)(g), and we classify the maps g which achieve these values. The restriction of this result to maps g in the orthogonal group 6(V) generalizes the characterization of ± symmetries originally proved by Botta and Pierce.
1. Introduction. Let K be a field of characteristic not two and let (V, J3) be a quadratic space of dimension n over K. That is, V is a K-vector space of dimension n and B: Vx V->K is a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form. Let G = €{ V, J3) be the orthogonal group of this space. Let $£ be the space of all elements of End(V) which are skew-symmetric with respect to JB. For g & G, the space g££ = {g °h | h E 5E) may be considered as the tangent space to G at the point g.
For g GEnd(V), let
This dimension 3){g) is viewed as a measure of how far g is from being a scalar map. For a G K x , 3)(al) = dim^ = \n{n-1). The following theorem, due to Botta and Pierce, shows that the non-scalar elements g E G which have the largest value for ®(g) are the ± symmetries. For an anisotropic v G V, the symmetry (or hyperplane reflection) corresponding to the line Kv is the map r v G G which sends v to -v and which pointwise fixes the hyperplane (Kv) 1 .
THEOREM 1.1. [1, Prop. 7.1.] . Suppose n ^3 and gEG,g/ ±1.
equality holding if and only if ±g is a symmetry.
The purpose of the present paper is to determine the next largest values for 3){g), and to determine which maps g attain these 554 DANIEL B. SHAPIRO values. The value of 2) (g) is computed in terms of the Jordan form of g, by interpreting ®(g) as the dimension of the kernel of the linear map g(g)l-l(g)g on A 2 V. The Jordan forms of all gGGL(V) having 3)(g) ^ \{n -2)(n -3) are found, using some manipulations with partitions. Then, we utilize results of Milnor [2] to restrict attention back to elements g in the orthogonal group. The final result is stated below.
We assume K is algebraically closed here, but this is not much loss of generality (see Remark 1.5). The equalities stated in the theorem mean that, with respect to some basis of V, the matrix of g equals the indicated matrix. The symbol, ±, stands for orthogonal direct sum. We write / r (l) for the r x r matrix in Jordan form which corresponds to the elementary divisor (x -l) r . A subscript indicates the order of a matrix. THEOREM 1.2. Let K be an algebraically closed field. Suppose n g 4 and g E 6( V, B\ over K.
(ii) ± g = l n _ 4 or (Hi) n = 4 and g = ( n 2 _ u ), for some scalar a^ 0,1, -1.
iff either (i) ±g = l n _ 2 l (^ a _ t J, for some scalar a7*0,1, -I; or (ii) ±g = l n _ 3 ±/ 3 (l); or (iii) n = 6 and g = 1 3 1 (-1 3 ) ; or (iv) n = 6 and g = ( n 3 _ H ), for some scalar a^ 0,1, -1. (1) Suppose n = 2. Then 3)(g)=l if g = ±1 and 3)(g) = 0 wise.
(2) Suppose n = 3. 77ien ® (g) = 3 // g = ± 1, ® (g) = 1 i/ ± g = symmetry, and ®(g) = 0 otherwise. REMARK 1.4. If g is a product of two symmetries, then either g is a 2-plane reflection, as in part (3)(i), or g lies either in part (4)(i) or (4)(ii) of the theorem. REMARK 1.5. Similar results over a general field K (of characteristic not 2) quickly follow. The only parts of Theorem 1.2 that need to be changed are the forms of the special matrices in parts (3)(iii), and (4)(i), (ii), (iv). This generalization easily follows from Proposition 3.1 below, and the fact that two matrices over K which are similar over the algebraic closure of K must already be similar over K.
We would like to thank A. Wadsworth for his helpful comments which led to a substantial improvement of the theorem.
Computation of 2>(g).
Throughout this section, we use a fixed gGGL(V). We will return to the orthogonal group in Section 3.
The non-degenerate bilinear form B induces an adjoint involution, , on End( V), defined by:
If an orthonormal basis of V is chosen, and matrices are used, then this involution is the transpose map.
By definition, SB = {h G End(V)\h = -h}. An element he.% lies in £ n g<£ iff gh = hg. Let T: i?-> End(V) be defined:
By the usual method, the bilinear form B gives an identification of V with its dual space V*, so that Enti(V)= V(g) V* is identified with V(g)V. Furthermore, for /, fcGEnd(V), the operation h^lhk on End( V) is identified with the usual operation of / (g) k on V (g) V, and the adjoint involution, ~, is identified with the switch operation u(g)H>H»w(g)i; on V(g)V. Therefore, ^CEndCV) becomes A 2 VC V(g)V, and the map T above becomes the restriction to A 2 V of
We work with the Jordan decomposition of V with respect to gGGL(V). Let the elementary divisors of g be (
l \ There may be repetitions among the eigenvalues b x \ let a U "-,a t be the distinct eigenvalues. Define V((a)) := the sum of all V, such that b t = a, so that
k (u) = 0, for some k}. ,) ). Let n } := dim V((a ; )) so that n = ni+ V n t . For each / = 1 ,• • -,p, the various /,'s corresponding to 6, = a } add up to n r They give a partition P } of the number n r The eigenvalues a ; and partitions P, completely determine the Jordan form of g. We will compute 2 (g) using these partitions. The idea of using this interpretation of ®(g) and some computations with Jordan forms is already present in [1] . for r ^-s. Therefore, ker T is the direct sum of the ker(T re ), for r ^ s.
Let r^s be fixed. Choose a basis {u, 11 ^ i ^ 1} of V r corresponding to the Jordan form; that is (setting v o = O), g(v t ) = b r v t + 17,-1. Choose a similar basis {iv 7 11 Si / ^ /,} of V,. It follows that
T(v t Aw } )=(b r -b s )v t°w , + v l -l°wJ -v^toj-!.
We will compute dimker(T rs ) by working with coker(T rs ), which is S 2 (V n V s )modim(T rs ). In the cases r/ s, ker(T rs ) and coker(T rs ) have the same dimension. Therefore these l r elements span the space, so dimcoker(T rs )^/ r . Also, the space im(T rs ) is spanned by the l T l s elements TfaAWj).
For every k with l^k^l n there is a relation 
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In order to determine which partitions have large 2-values, we determine the maximal 2 -value of a partition of n into k parts. 
(ii) P, = (1 ,• • •, 1,2) and 9 = Kn -l)(n -2).
(iii) P! = (1 ,• • •, 1,2,2) and 9 = 1 + \{n -2)(n -3).
(iv) P 1 = (1 ,• • •, 1,3) and 2 = \{n -2)(n -3).
(v) n = 6,Pr = (2, 2, 2) and 2 =6.
) and 3>=\{n-l)(n -2).
(ii) P 1 = (1,1), P 2 = (1,--., 1) and 2 = 1 + \{n -2)(n -3).
(iii) P, = (1), P 2 = (1,-•., 1,2) and 2)=\{n-2)(n -3).
(iv) P x = 2, P 2 = (1 ,• •., 1) and ®=\(n-2){n -3).
(v) n = 6,P t = (1, 1, 1) , P 2 = (1,1,1) and SD = 6. III. r = 3 (i) P l = (1), P 2 = (1), P 3 = (1,-• •, 1) and a = \(n -2){n -3).
Proof. I. r = l. By Proposition (2.4), \{n -2)(n -3)^ 2?(Pi)F n (fc), where the partition Pi has fc parts. If n = kq + r, 0 g r < fc, then
so n 2 + 6 ^ (k + 4)n and therefore fc g n -3. Suppose Finding all such partitions and computing their Q) -values is now easily done. Note that, for any partition P, 2(P) ^ in(n -1) with equality iff P = (1 ,• • -, 1) .
The function /(JC) = !X(X -1) satisfies the following shift property: if x ^ y then /(*) + /(y)</(*-l) + /(y + l)-Suppose n!S3 (so that n^6) and shift to get 3} S 3 + i(n -3)(n -4). If n > 6, this value is less than |(n -2){n -3). Then n = 6, and since equalities hold, no shifts could have occurred. Therefore, n 1 = n 2 = 3, and since ®(P») = 3, we have Ft = P 2 = (1,1,1) .
Suppose n x = 2. If P, = (2), then 2 = 2£(P 2 ) ^ |(n -2)(n -3), so equality must hold. Therefore, by part I, P 2 = (1 ,• • •, 1). If Pi = (1,1), then 3) = 1 + 3(P 2 ) g 1 + i(n -2)(n -3). If P x ? (1 ,• • •, 1) then, by part I, n-2^2 and 3)(P 2 )^1 2 (n -3)(n -4). Then |(n -2)(n -3)^ 2 1 + |(M -3)(n -4), and this implies n ^ 4. Hence, n = 4 and P 2 = (2). This case is already covered, after switching P x and P 2 .
If n, = 1, then |(n -2)(n -3) ^ 3 = 3)(P 2 ). By part I, both P 2 = (1 ,• • •, 1) and P 2 = (1 ,• • •, 1,2) will do, but all other cases are eliminated.
III. t ^ 3. By the shift property stated in part II, we can increase 2 by cutting n u n 2 ,• • •, n t -x down to 1 and increasing n t to n -t + 1. Hence, 2 ^ On -t + l)(n -r). If f ^ 4, this value is too small. If t = 3, equality must hold, so that no shifts could have occurred. Then n { = n 2 =l and n 3 = n-2. Again, since equality holds, P 3 must be (1 ,• • •, 1) . This completes the proof.
3. Specializing to orthogonal group elements. The theorem (1.2) will follow ftom the results of the previous section once we know what the Jordan form of an element g E O(V,B) can be. This information is found in a more general setting in [2] . We quote the relevant results.
